Purpose:
In addition to the general Tech Prep Agreement, the purpose of this articulation agreement is to outline the mutual understanding as we have agreed to the following process and criteria with respect to the program of Health Sciences.

Course:
The school district program will follow a curriculum coordinated with the administration and faculty of UAS pertaining to the following course:

Health Science - ETT - Emergency Trauma Tech - 1st Responder - HS S118 Designed specifically for Alaskan conditions and needs, addressing environmental problems such as hypothermia as well as first aid. Prepares students to deal with emergencies; ensure scene safety, provide patient care and transport, document incident. For non-medical workers in construction, logging, mining, law enforcement, ski patrol and other occupations where emergency care may be needed. 3 Credits (2+2) No prerequisite.

The Mt. Edgecumbe High School Emergency Trauma Technician – First Responder (ETT) course will be taught through state certified instructors and will follow a curriculum based on the State ETT Standards and coordinated with the administration and faculty of the University of Alaska Southeast pertaining to this course. Mt. Edgecumbe High School through contracted staff will teach to outcomes to meet or exceed the State of Alaska and/or UAS requirements.

Administration:
1. Students must have an overall 2.0 GPA to register for university credit.
2. It is recommended that course work be completed at a level of 3.0 GPA.
3. Successful completion of these courses will qualify student to sit for the Alaska State ETT Certification Exam provided age requirements have also been met.
4. Students must be a minimum of fourteen (14) years of age before registering for the Emergency Trauma Technician course.
5. UAS program chairs shall review and approve all course syllabi and related curriculum documents to ensure they replicate the UAS course. This includes standardized course syllabi, course objectives, textbooks, tools, equipment, and methods for evaluation.
6. To receive concurrent credit, the student will register for the Tech Prep course at the beginning of the term in which the competencies will be completed. Registration for yearlong courses will take place during the fall semester.
7. The UAS grade posted will be the UAS grade earned for the course and submitted by the district instructor.
8. Student grades will be submitted by 5:00 p.m. of the final day of the district semester at uonline.alaska.edu.
9. Any change in instructor requires suspension of this addendum.
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